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BREXIT READINESS – UK STRUCTURAL STEELWORK SECTOR
This paper outlines a risk analysis by the structural steelwork sector on issues that might
arise from a no deal Brexit scenario.
The analysis has been carried out by BCSA and its steelwork contractor member
companies, in partnership with BCSA member companies that manufacture steel, provide
distribution and stockholding services, supply structural fasteners, and plant and
machinery.
The risk of a no deal Brexit to the supply of structural steelwork in the UK is low.
A summary is provided below and a detailed risk analysis is attached.
Summary:
• 98% of the UK’s structural steelwork is fabricated in the UK, which means a no
deal Brexit poses no risk to structural steelwork supply.
• The risk to the availability and delivery of hot rolled structural sections is low.
This is largely due to a joined up supply chain that includes a UK producer,
European producers, and a well established network of distributors and
stockholders who hold sufficient levels of stock to support just in time deliveries
to steelwork contractors.
• There is very little risk to labour availability. An average of 7% of employees
working for UK steelwork contractors are from the EU. These employees are full
time, permanent employees working in factories.
• Plant and equipment are a high value, long term purchase. Machinery supplies are
expected to be unaffected by a no deal Brexit.
• Structural fasteners and bolts used by steelwork contractors in the UK are sourced
globally and UK suppliers already have to hold a sufficient stock of product in the
UK warehouses. The risk to supply is low.
• Possible currency fluctuations would impact on both input and output pricing, but
this is only one of many factors that has an impact on steel pricing models.
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UK steel supply: The sections used in the UK’s steel buildings and structures are produced in
the UK (~ 45%), Europe (~ 45%) and the rest of the world (~ 10%).
Raw materials availability: UK steelmakers currently source their raw materials outside the
EU and purchase forward due to long shipping times. A no deal would have no effect on this
trade and any customs delays could be easily absorbed.
Steel production: In 2017, World Steel estimated global crude steel production at 1.35 billion
tonnes and steel use at 1.22 billion tonnes. Statistica is forecasting that world steel production
will increase by 2.9% over 2018 and 2019 combined, and World Steel are forecasting global
steel use will rise 0.7% over the same period. This indicates that global steel supply will
continue to sit above demand.
Trading flows: Raw steel is a globally traded commodity. Those who trade and import steel
are knowledgeable about steel availability, are well versed in changes to trading regimes.
Steel availability: Steel distributors and stockholders hold a sufficient range and volume of raw
and semi processed steel. In order to mitigate against any delays at customs under a no deal
scenario, UK distributors and stockholders have said they will monitor the situation carefully to
ensure they continue to hold sufficient supplies to meet demand.
Tariffs: If UK – EU trade moved to WTO rules under a no deal scenario, import duties on raw
steel would remain at 0%.
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Structural steelwork availability: 98% of the UK’s structural steelwork is fabricated in the
UK. This supports a closer working relationship with main contractors and just in time
deliveries to site. It also means Brexit poses no risk to structural steel production.
UK structural steelwork capacity: A study by KPMG showed that UK structural steelwork
capacity in 2019 would be between 1.142 million tonnes and 1.343 million tonnes.
Construction Markets is currently forecasting constructional steelwork demand of 0.93 million
tonnes in 2019 so there is sufficient latent capacity in the sector to meet projected demand.
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EU nationals: A BCSA survey of member companies showed that on average, 7% of
steelwork contractors’ employees were from the EU. In contrast to subcontractors that work
mainly on-site, structural steelwork is fabricated off-site in manufacturing facilities that have a
permanent, full-time workforce. EU nationals working for BCSA members in their factories
are employed on the same terms and conditions as UK employees.
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Delays at ports: For steelwork contractors and steel service centres, machinery is a long term,
high value capital purchase. Orders for new plant and machinery are made many months in
advance and will not be affected by any short-term customs delays.
Import tariffs: The vast majority of the machinery used by steelwork contractors in the UK
comes from the EU and the US. If UK – EU trade moves to WTO tariffs under a no deal
scenario, it is expected that any import duties applied would be 3% or less.
Stocks of spare parts: Machinery manufacturers provide service contracts for steelwork
contractors. They already hold stocks of spare parts in the UK. In order to mitigate against
any delays at the ports, machinery manufacturers have said they said they will monitor the
situation carefully to ensure they continue to hold sufficient parts in their UK warehouses.
Service engineers: Most service engineers are already located in the UK. Occasionally,
additional service engineers may be brought in from the EU or elsewhere, meaning that the
machinery manufacturers are already familiar with UK visa processes.
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Availability: Structural fasteners and bolts used by steelwork contractors in the UK are
sourced globally. This means that already, manufacturers have efficient import processes in
place, and are well versed in changes to trading regimes.
Stocks: The ordering of standard structural fasteners and bolts is often done just in time, which
means that the UK suppliers have to hold a sufficient stock of product in the UK warehouses.
In order to mitigate against any delays at the ports under a no deal scenario, UK suppliers have
said they will monitor supply and demand to ensure they continue to hold sufficient stocks.
Import tariffs: If UK / EU trade moves to WTO tariffs under a no deal scenario, import duties
would be 3.7%.
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Steel prices: Around 55% of the UK’s structural steel supply is sourced outside the UK:
Europe (~50%) and the rest of the world (~5%). Inputs into UK steelmaking are also imported,
mainly from outside the EU. Currency fluctuations would impact on both input and output
pricing, but this is one of many factors that has an impact on steel pricing models at any one
point in time.
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